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Inspiration...

Challenges

 (y) our VALUes... 

 

KNOwledge! 

 

 

Why 
co-designing  
with many
local people 
makes sense 
...

 

  
 

Better 

Questions...

Better 

Place 

My answ
ers on

ly...  maginePlaces
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Our host:
Look! St Albans ‘Our 
Community Voice on 
Design’ 

Landowner: 
St Albans City and 
District Council, 
acting as trustees 
and owner of the 
Museum of St Albans 
Hatfield Road Site 
(Community Services & 
is Planning 
Authority)  
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 maginePlaces

Facilitator 
     Team:  

Angela Koch 

Justin Bere
Jan Maciag 

Due to illness Justin 
was not able the 

attend the charrette. 
He will now provide 
the landowner with 
advice regarding 

further optimisation 
in building energy 
efficiency matters. 
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Welcome to a 3 part 
Design Charrette 

PART 1 PART 2 PART 3

Before: 
Preparation by Look! St Albans 
Preparation landowner & team  
Facilitator site visits & review of raft of material  

A) Used as input into 
Design & Access Statement for Planning Application    
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B) Published   
C) Used as part of a ‘Letter of Endorsement’  

by Look! St Albans to Local Planning Authority  

Results will be: 



PART 3PART 3
Presentation of annotated plans 
and rational covering:  
Existing structures: How existing structures can/
should be retained. 

Layout and building lines: How the buildings and 
public and private spaces should be arranged on the site, 
and the relationship between them and the buildings and 

spaces around the site as well as natural site conditions.   

Scale, block structure and urban grain: How big 
the buildings and spaces should be (height, width and 

length) and how they respond to the surrounding street, 
plot and building pattern.

Landscaping: How open spaces should be treated to 
enhance and protect the character of a place and foster 
biodiversity (incl. boundary treatments) 

Appearance: What the building and spaces should look 
like: building materials, colour palette, fenestration, 
roofing and other architectural details.

Movement and inclusive access: Why the access 
points and routes have been chosen, and how the site 

responds to street layout, public transport provision and 
parking needs and how everyone can get to and move through 
the place on equal terms regardless of age, disability, 

ethnicity or social grouping.

Uses/ ground floor uses: What buildings and spaces 
should be used for including proposed uses for ground 
floors/ street level if relevant. 

Renewable energy /efficiency: How the buildings and 
its operation reduce greenhouse gases and makes use of 
renewable energy sources.

...Connections between old and new, light 
and shadows, adaptability, 
reversibility ...  
 

  
Tell us ...
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Participation in numbers as provided by host 
Look! St Albans 

Friday 24 October: Part 1 - 31 Participants 
Saturday 25 October: Part 2 - 25 Participants
Monday 27 October: Part 3 - 37 Participants

The vast majority of participants attended more 
than 1 part of the 3 part Design Charrette. 
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LOOK! ST ALBANS 
DESIGN 

WORKSHOP
REPORT 

       JAN 2013 

Sources of input/insight 
& inspiration ...   

City - Neighbourhood - Street  
Site - Building - Room 

History 
Planning Policies(National/Local) 

Market & Need   
Site Analysis 

 Landowner’s Vision
Your Vision 

Local Expertise & Inspiration
External Expertise & Inspiration 

Draft Design Codes 
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“Confident 
21st century”     

Smart    Accommodating    

Respectful

Flexible    Sunny  

Great 
metabolism    

Surprising!

Age well    

Characteristics of great buildings & 
places ... of our time

 maginePlacespicture by Simon Cove 10



Part 1: Interactive 
Part 

Written Comments

Question: 
How can we achieve 
the emerging design 

goal...? 

Emerging Design 
Goal ... 

"The new place …     
with its buildings and 
landscape ... makes a 
positive contribution 
to the character of the 
locality and …

is an inspiring  
demonstration of 21st 
century low carbon 
building, living and 
working in St Albans 
historic city centre…

…and through 
achieving the above 
we will help to 
generate a substantial 
contribution to 
funding the new home 
of The Museum of St 
Albans."
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Vision Statement for MoSTA 
 
Context 
 
The Council has a clear vision of the future of its museum services over the coming years. 
 
A first step is to create a more accessible museum and gallery in the Town Hall, at the heart of the City. 
 
In order to achieve the vision, we must raise sufficient funding to build the new facilities. Although we have secured heritage lottery funding, with 
more to follow if we meet the criteria, there is a large funding gap that needs to be filled. 
 
The location of the existing City museum on Hatfield Road (MoSTA) does not maximise visitor footfall and is not conducive to presenting 
museum or art collections. It is however well situated for development. 
 
Therefore we plan to sell the Museum of St Albans site and invest the proceeds in the new museum and gallery, subject to Charity Commission 
approval. 
 
As Trustees we believe the best way to maximise the proceeds is to sell the site with planning permission. 
 
Our (draft) Vision  
 
This creates an opportunity to influence the design of an exemplar development for this Conservation Area site.  
 
Once developed, we anticipate the site can:  
  
a) showcase what St Albans would like to stand for in the 21st Century; and 
b) create a proud legacy for a significant site in the Conservation Area. 
  
We are committed to working with the community to develop a detailed planning application that prioritises design quality and sustainable 
building methods. 
 
We recognise the invaluable input that all stakeholders can provide in collaborating to create a legacy through a sensitive and ambitious design.  
 
Critical to our understanding of this confident 21st century St Albans is that it needs to complement our history.  In particular, any plan needs to 
commit to retain the old parts of the main building, to protect mature trees on site and to respect its neighbours. 

presented by Cllr Daly, Leader 
of the Council and Trustee  

during part 1,2 and 3 of the 
charrette 
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Exploring
Layout, Access, Parking, 
Landscaping, Setting, 

Scale, Massing,Height,Uses, 
Appearance,Light, 
Roofs,Materials,  

Privacy,
Orientation...
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4 Design Concepts 
Similarity between the 4 concepts:
+ Quantums: about 1500m2 to 1700m2 Gross External Area 
+ All concepts retain mature/protected trees. (Other trees perhaps replanted on site/screening the St. Peter’s Church yard?) 
+ Aim to make the ancient Oak an amenity (at least for people living and working on site)  
+ All concepts retain the locally listed parts of MoStA building (1898 and 1913 parts)
+ Reinstating all of the eight original roof lights on east and west side of existing 1913 building and consideration to be 
given to continuing roof lights in 1898 part of the building.
+ Mix of unit sizes and building typologies: Town houses, smaller mews houses and cottages as well as large apartments, 
ateliers and lofts and even a villa (mixes of sizes will result in a more mixed community of different needs and means).
+ Eave heights of new buildings are below or similar to MoSta building eave height (about 6.90m)
+ All new buildings have pitched roofs (material clay tiles, glass)
+ Significant step-change in thermal performance of listed building needs to be achieved 
+ Passive house standard can be reached in new buildings   
+ No ground floor floorplate below 50m2 Gross External Area (related to Draft Design Codes, Space Standards eg. London Mayors 
Housing Standards); except cottages in design concept 4. 
+ All properties to comply with ‘Lifetime Home Standard‘ so adaptable buildings usable by many different people are   achieved 
+ Some concepts explore extending existing MoStA building (eg. so a more balanced roadside front elevation can be achieved, 
the current building was never finished to the intended design)  
+ Reduce the need for the motorcar (provision of bike shed, max 1 car per household, car sharing option to be explored)
Key differences between the 4 concepts:  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ Retain or enhance visual connection between St Peter’s, mature tree crowns and Hatfied Road   
+ Treatment of motorcar parking (front of site, back of site, dispersed) 
+ Energy efficiency and orientation of new buildings (semi-detached very different performance compared to terraces)  
+ Future vehicular access to Liberal Club 
Questions:  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ Question regarding possible basements (light wells?, high end development, storage, hobby room, movie room, library)
+ Question on how to use ‘the MoSTA front room‘ (stunning room fronting Hatfield road) other than residential (sui generis 
use?, working artist accommodation?, creative businesses?, social/events room?)  
+ Affordable housing question/self-build plot an option?
+ How to make developers invest in demonstration project and deliver on exceptional design quality and energy efficiency? 
(Planning conditions, formally agreed design codes, competition/chose a developer with track record, type of developer) Tip: 
Use the small scale of this site/perhaps explore selling the MoStA building and site separately?   
+ Testing of reversibility of changes to locally listed building (e.g quietly making sure that the large floor plates in the 
locally listed building can be reinstated)      
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Design strategy for 
light: 

Reinstate 1913 
building to original 

plans 
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Design Concept with the 
highest level of support on 

27 October 2014 
(Part 3 of Design Charrette) 

Context & 
East Village Vision  A



 Design Concept 1: 
Oak Tree Gardens
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New Building

Glass structure: 
greenhouse  

conservatory, etc.   

Private Gardens    

New replanted tree   

Green boundary  tree   

Vehicular, pedestrian and DDA 
compliant Access   Possible future 

access 
to neighbouring 

site Pedestrian & 
DDA compliant access 

Coachhouse with  
(living,working/car/

bike parking)  

GateHouse 
(Bins/Recycling) 

Existing buildings 

Existing mature trees  

10m
8m
6m
4m
2m

2m 4m 6m 8m 10m 

N

The oak is a 
communal garden 
with a gate for 

residents 

Concept 1: 
Oak Tree 
Gardens 

 Extension to 
existing building: 

1 story + 
generous Attic  

 Glass structure: 
Entrance to 2 

apartments, full 
height, outdoor 

space upper 
apartment/loft  

Opportunity to 
extend unfinished 
1898 building 
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Existing structures: Retention and enhancement of 
1898 and 1913 buildings. Retention of windows on north 
facing facade of MoStA building. Extension along east 
elevation connecting via a greenhouse. Extension of front 
elevation.

Layout and building lines:  An arrangement of 
terraced town houses, smaller buildings and larger 
apartments sited around connected smaller and bigger 
courtyards and gardens; the layout can be continued as and 
when the neighbouring site might get developed. 
Possibility for 1 storey extensions of town houses. 

Scale, block structure and urban grain: New 
buildings: 2.5 floors and 1.5 floors, 5.50 to 6.5 wide; 
3.20 m high ground floors; maintains hierarchy of 
buildings. Overlooking of public alleyway to east provided. 
Distance between buildings and churchyard about 18m.

Landscaping: Private back and front gardens and shared 
gardens (oak tree),landscaped car parking and facilities 
in street-facing part of site; blue pavers and gravel, 
large proportion of site is soft landscaped but kept very 
sunny.      

Appearance: Natural materials in keeping with local 
palette: Red bricks(reclaimed?)/pitched roofs can be 
connected in the future; lots of glass/light and terraces 
in gables of terraced town houses; clay roof tiles. Timber 
frame windows.  

Movement and inclusive access: 1 access for 
motorcars and 2 pedestrian routes for residents; future 

vehicular access to Liberal Club possible. 
Uses/Quantum:1600m2 to 1700m2 GEA*, 11 to 13 units, 3 
to 4 town houses (2.5 floors), 3 smaller homes (1.5 
floors), 5 large apartments/ateliers/lofts with 
mezzanines; residential with creative activities and home 

working. 
Renewable energy/efficiency: These 2 terraces are 
a good built form to retain heat; the south facing terrace 
has great sun exposure and air regulation through cooler 
north side of building. Creation of a micro climate within 
courtyard.

 Design Concept 1: Oak Tree Gardens
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 Design Concept 1: Oak Tree Gardens
Quantums/building typologies:
About 1600 to 1700m2 GEA*
11 to 13 units: 
3 3 to 4 town houses (2.5 floors)
3 3 smaller homes (1.5 floors)
3 5 to 6 large apartments/ateliers/lofts 
(with Mezzanines) 

MoSTA building (1898 and 1913 building; 
about 850m2 in 4 apartments/ateliers/
lofts) 
3 About 275m2 x 2 floors + 300m2 
mezzanines)  

Extension of MoStA building 
(about 370m2) 
Street/front: 
3 about 90m2 apartment 
Courtyard side:
3 about 90m2 apartment (including 
conservatories and access) 
Oak tree back: about 190m2
3 30m2 greenhouse part of groundfloor 
atelier 1913 building  
3 80m2 small home 
3 80m2 small home 

New terrace of buildings: 
3 About 450m2 in 3 or 4 buildings of 2.5 
floors (including use of attic) / can be 
converted in garden flats and 

Coachhouse:
3 About 60m2 living/working accommodation 
3 60m2 Parking facilities for cars/bikes

Gatehouse: 
3 About 25m2 bin/recycling facilities 

All Gross Floor Area figures 
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 Design Concept 1: 
Oak Tree Gardens

Green Comments 
-! Opportunity to create 3/4 very distinctive, architecturally exciting 

urban town houses at rear

-! Hopefully not a 1980’s conservatory here, a nice glass box would be 
better

-! Contemporary extension to existing building to replace 1960s 
extensions

-! Good – but would be better with underground parking

-! Makes good use of the site – could potentially be improved by 
building across the frontage with an arch with living accommodation 

-! Could be more densely developed

-! Balance? 

White/blue/neutral Comments 
- Needs an extension on the existing frontage to create visual 

interest/excitement and close up courtyard space

- Possibly slightly under-developed in the sketch form

Red Comments  
- North-facing garden?! 

- Garden no cars! (Underground parking) too expensive? Or possible? 

- Could do with balancing the porch/depth of wings not matched 

- Bin recycling access for refuge vehicle?

In support (33+7 votes) 

In support of some of it (11 votes) 

Can’t quite support it (1 vote)

+++ Design Concept with the highest level of support +++
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Angela Koch of ImaginePlaces 
London, Kentish Town  

email: Angela@ImaginePlaces.co.uk
twitter: @ImaginePlaces

phone: 07904310053 

End of 
Introduction & Summary  
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